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This monograph is one of a four-part series on the recruitment and
retentIon of minority trainees in University Affiliated Programs
(UAPs). Each moncgraph discusses the social issues and strategies
related to the recruitment of a particular rodnority popuLation;
Hispanics, African Americans, Asian Americans, and Native American
Indians.

The monographs were developed as part of a consortium initiative
that involved the Uas at Birmingham, Alabama; Omaha, Nebraska;

Portland, Oregon; Vermillion, South Dakota; Dallas, Texas; and Madison,
Wisconsin and the American Association of University Affiliated
Programs (AADAP). The consortium initiative was supported in part
through a grant from the Adainistration on Developmental Disabilities
(ADD), Office of HUman Development Services. Other prodUcts developed
through the ADD grant to the consortium include brochures, posters,
bookmarks, and a video-tape that can be used by all UAPs and their
affiliating universities to recruit minority students. In addition, a
national conference was held in OUne 1990 at Madison, Wisconsin to
design operational plans for ten UAPs across the country to recruit and
retain minority trainees. These operational plans will guide the
development and implementation of a st=te-wide recruitment endeavor
that will be done through collaboration with each UAP's affiliating
-niwasity, feeder colleges, and/or state agencies. All of the
product3 developed through the project and the conference report will
be disseminated to every UAP in the network.

The purpose of the monograph series is to provide information and
resources that can be used by the faculty and staff at each UAP to
develop a cceprehensive plan to recruit and retain minority students
for their UAP training programs. It is expected that this series also
will be a useful guide far the faculty and staff of each UAP's
affiliating university and feeder colleges and for the policy-makers
and administrators of the state agencies that are responsible for the
provision of services to people with ievelopmental diQahilities.

The need for increased numbers of minority trainees in the UAP
training programs is obvious. There is a growing and endemio
personnel shortage within the health, allied health, social and
education professions across the country. FUrthermore, it is

anticipated that about 500,000 higher-education faculty will have to be
replaced by the year 2005 (Bowen and Schuster, 19E16). As the supply of
students decreases, the demographics of the U. S. population also is
changing. The predicted rate of growth vithin the U. S. for the
majority population is 3.2 percent; whereas the growth rate for all
minority populations is 12.3 percent (U. S. Bureau of Census, 19R9).
Given the changing demographics of the country, the greatest resource
potential for meeting personnel needs in the future will be the
recruitment and retention of minority trainees.



At this point in history, the participation of minority faculty
and students in the field of developmental disabilities is a natter of
survival for the UNI training programs and a natter of whether health,
edUcation and social services will be available to both minority and
non-minority people with developmental disabilities in future
generations. The altruistic goals of same social activists to
increase the participation of minorities in academia and the service
professions is an anachronism. Tbday, the participation of minority
faculty and health professions is a matter of economic necessity.

Tbday's UAP graduates live and work in a world that has become a
global village, and the ability to work with and to serve people from
different cultural heritages ia a necessary tool for all service
providers, policy-makers, teachers, and researchers. When the UAP
training programs emphasize an Anglo-American perspective instead of
cultural diversity, both the majority and the minority trainees receive
inadequate training to provide direct-care services and to provide
leadership among health, education, and social service professionals
regarding ismws related to developmental disabilities.

The monographs will assist UAP faculty and staff to develop a
comprehensive plan to increase the participation of minority faculty
and trainees within their UAP training programs. Each monograph
provides information regarding the demographics and educational
experiences of a particular minority population and a discussion of
exemplary strategils and programs to recruit those students into
colleges. The series of monographs reflects the ethnic diversity among
minority populations within this country.

Each monograph was developed with the advice and guidance of an
advisory committee that was comprised of professionals in education
and/or health who were memhers of the minority populations addressed by
the monograph. COmmittee members helped to design the monograph and
to maintain the integrity of the information discussed.

As the editor of this series, I want to express my sincere
appreciation to the authors for their outstanding efforts and
endurance, to the people who worked with us as advisors to the project,
and to the administrative and support staff of the Weisman Center UAP
for their notable contributions to this undertaking.

Sincerely,

Mariellen L. Kuehn, Ph.D.
UAP Associate Director
Weisman Center
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Native American Indians complete an average of 8.1 years of

education. At least one-fourth of all American Indian people live

below the poverty level. Haw can education paay a role in assisting

Native Americans Indians? This question has been asked for at least

two generations. One of the most clear and relevant answers is to

assign education the role of assisting Native American Indians to

develop the skills and knowledge that will allow them to provide health

care, education, job training, and living skills to other Native

Americans Indians. This is no easy task The percentage of American

Indians in institutions of higher education ranges from one to eight

percent in most states. Community colleges on reservations and in

urban areas that are focused on mdnority education serve much larger

percentages. Often, however, these institutions do not prmide the

advanced education appropriate for the health professions needed among

the American Indian population.

Difficult, too, is the definition of the term Native American

Indian. It describes individuals with a host of different tribal ties;

from many regions of the country; in urban, rural, and reservation

settings; and with a cultural and historical background that non-

American Indians do not fully comprehend. Therefore, rearmft.ingNative

American Indians and retaining them in colleges and universities

requires extreme sensitivity to cultural issues, understanding of the

unique circumstances in which Native American Indians often live, and

supportive people and programs which address the educational needs that

exist when the student comes to campus. Educational needs may include

academic support services which address inadequate skills, counseling

and program pdarning which focuses on career information, and personal

and peer support from other students and professors.

Recognizing the need for the adequate represgntation of minorities

in the field of health, many professional schools have initiated

special recruibnent efforts over the past few years to attract and

retain minority students (Davis and Davidson, 1982). Minority students

often are discouraged from embwinghealth professions because of their



poor academic performance in high school. Bbwever, the lack of

minority health professionals impinges on the quality and availability

of primary health care in minority communities. Minority health

providers are more likely to serve minority patients (Davis and

Davidson, 1982). The result is a shortage of health care professionals

who are willing to serve minoritypopulations.

This monograph remgnizes that the issues and concerns affecting

the recruitment and retention of Native American Indians into general

college programs are closely parallel to those affecting their

recruitment and retention into health profession schools and UAP

training programs. This monograph addresses the general issues

related to the recruitment and retention of Native American Indians

and provides information on specific programs for health professionals.

This composite of information can be used by the faculty and program

staff at each UAP to prepare a comprehensive recruitment and retention

plan to meet their unique needs and situation.

This monograph examines some of the existing literature regarding

the recruitment of minorities, particularly Native American Indians,

cultural issues which may become barriers to the successful

recruitment and retention of Native American Indians, strategies

designed to recruit and retain Native American Indians, and same

exemplary programs. This monograph is organized into the following

sections:

1) Current Issues and Demographics

2) Identified Problems and Attemptld Solutions
in Education

3) A Peservation Perspective

4) Breaking Down the Barriers

5) Programs and Possibilities

6) Exemplary Proyrams

The first two sections examine the literature and research on the

recruitment of Nativ2 American Indians. The third section focuses

specifically on reservation Indians.



CURFEW =UM Atel DEIOXIMPFEWS

The demographics of the United States are changing. By the yeer

2000, it is expected that upwards of 30 percent of the U.S. pJpulation

will be minorities (Isaac, 1986). Also by the year 2000, the U.S.

population is projected to increase by 12.3 percent. Nearly 60 percent

of this growth will occur in minority populations (Nelson and Sirotkin,

1987).

Education, particularly higher education, is not keeping pace with

these changes. Minority groups are tile fastest growing, yet they

represent the smallest numbers in higher education. Why? The causes

of las/minority education are complex.

Minorities drop out of school at alarAing rates and are destined

to obtained unskilled and semi-skilled jobs that have no stability or

upward mobility. This has been labeled as the "cycle of poverty"

(Nrajewski and Simmons, 1988). The enrollment of minorities in

colleges and universities declined from 1982 to 1984. American Indian

enrollment declined 5.7 percent durin7 those years (Tesinger and

Whiteside, 1987).

It is clear that the economic progress ct minority groups depends

on the effectiveness of the education system (Frajewski and Simmons,

1988). Yet only one percent of the baccalaureate degrees awarded in

1985 went to Native American Indians. American Indian enmllment in

college has remained constant Et about seven percent (Frajewski and

Simmons, 1988).

Eighty percent of the 1.1 million minority students are attending

historically white universities. Nbst are first-generation college

students with families who provide little encouragement or financial

support (Erajewski and Simmons, 1988).
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Yet there is, at least for some, a desire for edUcation. For

example, between 1972 and 1982, 46,000 Navajo people applied for tribal

scholarships. About 25,000 received assistance, yet only 2,604

completed their oolleprmograms (Report, 1984).

The United States is recognized for its work ethic. Typically,

middle-class and upper-class Anglo-Americans place a high value on

education for their children. Education is accepted as the means to an

end. It also is viewed as a process important to the social maturity

of youth.

FOr minority indivirlums who are stuck in the "cycle of poverty",

the value of education may be different. Economic and family

responsibilities force education into the background because the

linkage between education and employment is not always a social reality

for minarities. The faculty and Jeadership an U.S. campuses need to

work with students to help them see the difference Latween unskilled

low paying jobs ard =re profitable careers (Galbraith, 1989), and nelp

them achieve gainful employment after graduation. Tribal governments

are often employers, and students nay find themselves caught in

politics if they decide to return to their reservations (Report, 1984).

The idea of gainful and meaningful employment becomes challenged and

can even be lost.

Particularly acute has been the low enrollment of minorities in

medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, nursing, and allied health (Tysinger and

Whiteside, 1987). Allied health edicators have provided special

activities designed to recruit minority students since the 1960s.

These activities include summer enrichment, prematriculation, and

student support programs. The concern far the recruitment of

minorities has been rekindled in the late 1980s. Earlier efforts

provide lessons in recruitment and retention (Tysinger and Whiteside,

1987).



In the 1960s a series cf federal programs in affirmative action,

civil rights, and health care ialfe'cievelcped to improve access to

health care for all, including minorities, and to expand the supply of

health personnel, including minority health personnel. Direct

financial support made these eMrts a reality. However, federal

cutbacks have eliminated this funding base and forced minority students

to assume mcre of the financial responsibility for their medical

education. Following the cutbacks in federal assistance, minority

enrollmants decreased as did the supply of health professionals. Tbday

to need for health professionals in several disciplines is growing

faster than average in this decade (Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics,

1987), and the lack of minority health professionals has become an even

more critical issue (lanft and Pugh, 1984)

Trends which force reliance on the firancing of medical education

through state support, tuition, research dollars, patient fees, and

philanthrcpy are affecting the recruitment of minorities into the

medical professions (Hanft, 1984).

Not only are the numbers of minorities enrolled in college small,

but the numbers pursuing graduate education are small. Between 1980

and 1984, American Indian enrollment in graduate schools declined 6.4

percent. The number of Ph.D.s awarded also declined. As shown in

Table 1, the Ph.D.s awarded to Native American Indians were primarily

in education (Adams, 1988).
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MERE 1

Minority Doctorate Recipients ty Field of Study, 1984

Education

Native
American

_Indian-

41.9%

African

Ancrigan

62.3%

Hispania

32.2%

Engineering 1 1% 2 1% 2 9%

HUmenities 8 6% 7 3% 17.2%

Life Science 19.4% 7 7% 13.4%

Physical Sciences 4 3% 3 3t 7 5*

Professional 6 5% 8 1% 5 2%

Social Sciences 18.3% 19.1% 21.6%

Source: National Research COuncil, 1986
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The total numbers of students earning doctorates in the U. S.

increased by 500 between 1977 and 1987. The number of Ph.D.s awarded

to both male and female Native American Indians also increased from 65

in 1977 to 116 in 1987 (Magner, 1989). In 1988, 93 American Indians

earned doctorates, which totaled .5 percent of all the doctorates

earned Mooney, 1989).

In turn, there are few positive Native American Indian role models

on campuses since the numbers of Amerizan Indian faculty are so small

that they are practically non-existent. In 1985, only 10 percent of

the professorate in the U.S. was composod of minorities. American

Indians represented .3 percent a all full-time faculty in 1985, which

was an increase from .2 percent in 1975 (Itxxxq(, 1989).

Campus leaders realize that in order to correct the shortage of

minority faculty members, they must address tie problem of supply

shortages among minority students generally. That means first steeriog

minorities into undergraduate programs ani then into gradUate studies

(ftxxley, 1989).

The closer one looks at higher education for minority individuals,

the more complex the issues become. It is clear, however, that higher

education has not been sufficiently successful in educating minority

students. COntinued progress is needed to promote cultural diversity

and to broaden the representation of all minoritygroups on our college

campuses. As minority populations approach a numerical majority in

areas like the Southwest, the roles and objectives of education take on

new meaning. Education must be committed to providing all individuals

with the knowledge, skills, and self-confidence needed to face the

challenges of the future (Nelson and Sirotkin, 1987).

7



=ME= FECEILENS AND MEW= scam= IN EDIXITICN

This section continues to focus on same of the problems facing

minorities, particularly Native American Indians, who seek a college

education.

Galbraith (1989) identified uromn community colleges which serve a

majority of minority students. Generally, the proportion of Native

American enrollment was six percent. Nearly two-thirds of the students

in these community colleges needed financial assistance and 64 percent

were women. The majority required remedial assistance and only half

had a primary goal in college of preparing for employment.

Among those minorities who do decide to pursue a college

educmticn, the local community college campus is the choice for most,

particularly those in urban areas Community colleges are convenient

and mare accessible, often cheaper, and provide better support services

(Gaiaoraith, 1989).

Galbraith (1989) has identified nine factors that contribute to

the decline in enrollment among minorities. These include economics,

poor academic preparation, a value system which does not emphasize

education, dysfunctional family structure, societal competition for

young employees, communication blocks, poor self-concept, the failing

K-12 educational system, and insufficient involvement of business and

industry in the educational process. Selective admissions criteria,

financial difficulties, inadequate high school preparation, and the

lack of support services are among the most prevalent problems faced.

President Bush recently announced a program to assist black

colleges. critics of the plan said it ignores the most critical issue

facing black students -- gaining admission to college and paying

tuition.
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Both problems are also faced by American Indians (Wilson, 1989).

The access of minorities to college is affected by admissions

criteria, cost, lack of needed support programs, inadequate information

about programs, inadequate consideration of cultural diversity,

inadequate staffing for the people with disabilities, lack of

flexibility, and difficulties with transfers (Krajewski and Simmons,

1988).

Many minority students have difficulty attaining the grades needed

to compste for admission in professional health schools because

prereqpisite courses include biology, chemistry, and often physics

(Maker, 1982).

The quality of applications, along with smaller numbers of

applicants, have hampered the desired increases in ale enrollment of

American Indians at the University of Illinois College of Health

professions (CAHD). Cammapently, only 48 percent of the minority

students who complete the applications process are accepted (Walker,

1982).

Probably the most acknowledged problem by Native American Indians

is the lack of financial aid (Rerart, 1984). This is a particularly

bureaucratic process for American Indian students seeking tribal

assistance.

When the federal government cut funding for adult vocational

prcgrams, New Mexico wondered if the message was that the tribes were

expected to send all of their students to college (Report, 1984). The

testimony given by Lieutenant Governor Michael Runnels to the New

Mexico legislature indicated that gcvernance is a problem in the

provision of many kinds of services to Native American Indians. The

pwevailing sentiment is that American Indians are a federal concern

rather than a local one (Recmcwt, 1984).
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In addition to admissions and finanoe problems, the lack of

adequate preparation before college and the lack of support services

are significant problems. FOr same, Ehglish is a second language. FOr

others, education is not a rriority in the home (Report, 1984).

Another problem is the lack of child care since a large number of

American Indians return to college with families (Report, 1984). Part-

time enrollment has grown dramatically on college campuses. This

reflects the trend toward older students on campuses. For these

students, adequate and quality child-care is critical.

Currently, the student body in allied health programs is

primarily Anglo-American, middle class females (ft:Dux, 1982). The

numbers of minorities enrolled in health.-career studies is

particularly low. It is incumbent upon departments and colleges

training students for these professions to break down the barriers that

prevent minorities from successfully completim health related studies.

In the late 1960s and 1970s, summer enrichment programs sought to

sharpen the academic skills of potential students. Participation

influenced admissions decisions (rysinger and Whiteside, 1987). The

results of summer enrichment programs seem positive.

Prenatriculation programs provided assistance in the transition

fram high school to college. Freshman orientation included tours of

hospitals, interaction with faculty and administrators, discussions,

introduction to academic areas, and learning skills workshops. This

program was supported with tutorial assistance (A/singer and Whiteside,

1987). These still exist in medical schools (Tysinger and Whiteside,

1987).
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Earlier mention was made ct the particular advantage of providing

minority health professions to serve other minorities. No where iF

this as important as on the reservations where countless Native

American Indians remain locked in the "cycle of poverty."

The poem by Nelson Blaine, Jk., which follows on the next page

describes the present inadevacies of the education system and the

problems ihherent in the "cycle of poverty". The poem provides

insights on the cultural conflicts and societal pressures faced by a

Native American Indian student.
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The Sleepish Giant

bY
Ne lsan Blaine, J.

Tribal Chief, Crow Creek Sian Tribe and
farmer South Da lo3ta BAP trainee

presently completing a doctoral program in education

The Pied Piper "education° moves and moves, never resting.
The Pied Piper plays its enchanting tune and people follow.
Call it magic, compulsory ar voluntary. ...Along came
elementary, seamier y, and universities. "Advents, emplore
ard canquer", they said, and commirlity =Mews and life-lang
lemening came. lhat's this? The Pied Piper has lost its
enchantment ard turnsd into a sleepish giant?

Moving, pushing foment, =sparing old rcublEmm ard defining
new arms, getting bigger and bigger and more complex as the
sleepidh giant moves. "New theories, new terms, new
technology, advance, employe and conquer" they said,

searching far excellence, quality and cost effectiveness.
Everything normal, everyone normal...The sleepidh giant
moves, pushes forward and dbesn't wait far little people to
catch up ...the system is ncrmal

Coe hundred years ago, family was the backbone of the United
States of Americe. Coe hundred years later, people get
offended when family is sialtioned. They have rights to be
here, had rights to divorce, expect to raise normal children
holding the ration in dhedk an their rights.

A few sad days ago, a man killed his er-wife, slit two of his
air daughters throats ear-to-ear, killing sewn people in his
anger, while saying *the law made him do it"... and the
sa eeridh giant moves forward... conquering old problems and
defining new anes.

A few months ago a medi-man, dressed in combat style, emptied
his sub-machine gun into a school paayground while the
children played, killing five, wounding same and leaving
permanent scars of fear forever, while the sleepidh giant
moves forward ... nothirq wrong ...nothing wrong

A few weeks ago, satanic murders hit head-line news. People
worshipping the devil far protection from the law, whi' s the
sleepdsh giant makes mental note to find out "why" and ,rushas
forward, conquering old prublems and defining new anes.
Nothing wrong ... nothing wrong...

12
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pERcEpnats CIF A NATIVE AMERICZN VID GS9311 UP

CM A REBERWITCN AS SHARED BY =DM BLAINE, JR., N.A.

I am a Native American Indian, 42 years old, presently seeking an

Ed.D. in EduaMdcrel Administration while wicking pert-time for the

South Dakota University Affiliated Program, The Center for

Developmerttal Disabilities, Uhiversity of South Dakota (t191D) School of

MWdicine. I feel I can disclose same of our Indianpecple's problems.

I tried to do it in such a way as not to lose the integrity of our

Indian race.

I am presently married to Barbara and we have Suzi, Serina,

Desiree, Delta, and Mark. I wasn't always like this. Since 1977

(January 4), I've gained my sobriety with the Grace of God and sought

answers to why our Indian people drink as they do.

Earlier Life Deperiences

I was raised on the reservation attending school there until

getting kicked out of the junior year for alcohol usage. I received my

G.E.D. from the U.S. Army in 1971. I came to USD in 1976 seeking an

education in Alcohol & Drug Abuse studies. I have a good perspective

of our Indian peoples' lifestyle and some ideas about needed research.

Mbst Native American Indians don't believe in themselves enough to

attempt college, and they need to be enclura;ad. In my case, Father

Tam Itrmaski, 0.S.B., made me see that I was a capable, responsible

person and that I could handle studying and fitting into the

traditional student setting, and I did.

I was sober.

I was married with (then) 2 children.

14
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I was born a cleft lip.

I was crippled; had my right leg broken in a fight while drunk and

the site dOctor put my cast on too tight, so gangrene set in and

the V.A. cut 4.1t off eight inches below the right knee cap on

December 14, 1974. I was 27 years old.

I was afraid "%bites" would not accept me.

I was concerned about finding out reasons why Indian people drink

the way they do.

I was broke (still am).

Mbst Native American Indians deal with traditional Indian

religion. Some follow and same do not. I am a bornragain

Christian, but still hold to many of the traditional Indian

religion values.

Life cn an Indi lieeervation

Simply meeting an Indian doesn't give any clues to the diversity,

confusion, and complexity of problems involved in being an Indian.

Indian reservations were created by the federal government in response

to the "Indian Problem" in the 1700s. All Indians were herded onto

Indian reservations in a corral fashion. Medi way of living was taken

from them and they were made to depend on the federal goverment for

handouts, schooling, medical services, and their livelihood. The

boundaries of an Indian reservation hold out all state jurisdiction,

meaning the state has no say in Indian matters within the reservation.

So each Indian Reservation in the United States is supposedly a

sovereign nation. Whenever a major crime is comitted, the federal

government's Federal Bureau of Investigation steps in and prosecutes.

15
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Tribal Cbuncil

Each Indian Reservation has its own tribal name and tribal

govemment. The members of a tribe have to be direct offsprings of

enrolled members. Many tribes only recognize their own tribal blood in

degrees like 1/2 or 1/4 degree of tribal membership. Many Indian

Tribes lost big sums of money from the 1980 Census because tribal

members did not fill out the 1980 uensus forms. The money from the

federal guvernment is based upon how many tribal members a tribe has.

Many non-Indians believe the Indian people receive payments from the

federal government. Any and all monies that each tribe receives are a

result of the many treaties made with the Indians (Aborigines) of this

land and are a paynent for the land that was taken. Other benefits are

free medical services, free education, no taxation, free commodities,

and a bimonthly welfare check of $57.00 called General Assistance.

Education is not necessary to be elected a tribal council member.

Each tribe has its own tribal council elections every two years.

After Native American Indians were forced onto these Indian

Reservations, each tribe had a Superintendent of the BIA Affairs (BIA)

(Bureau of Indian Affairs) who was responsible for operations on tIle

whole Indian reservation.

In 1934 Congress passed the Reorganization Act ct 1934. This set

up the present system of tribal councils ard elections. One

requirement was that each Indian Reservation exercise a d mocratic form

of government. Another concept that came with this act is known as the

open and closed Indian Reservation System.

The tribe, council on any Indian reservation has the last say on

that Indi:n reservation. Its word is final and there is no recourse

action available to any members of the tribe.
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When new tribal council employment members are sworn in, a

turnover of all tribal jobs occurs. Employment positions are

readvertised and sometimes there's nepotism and promised jobs are given

to the election supporters.

MAny outside companies have started factories or meat plants but

these often become political when the tribal council gets involved. As

a result, many companies have gone bankrupt. When the tribal council

takes over anything, it seems to fail because cf poor management,

misuse of funds, and/or lack of business training. Many organizations

Pre afraid to came on the reservation because of tribal council

involvement.

Tribal Enrollment

This is an issue that must be settled among all the Indian tribes

in the nation. The amount of money a tribe receives from "Uncle Sam"

is contingent upon the total number of enrolled members of each tribe.

When an Indian fram another tribe comes into a tribe, he or she is

second in line to enrolled tribal venters for jobs.

TWo-thirds c= all Native American Indians live off their Indian

reservations and far good reasons. There are many problems on the

Indian reservations. Since being forced onto Indian reservations,

Indians have not developed, but have stminated. Many Native American

Indians go to college but drop out because of lack of college

prepiumtion, no support system, no money, no career orientation, and

other concerns.
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Most Indians living on reservations exist below the national

poverty level. Many Native American Indians travel to the nearest town

to do their shopping. There are few if any businesses awned and

operated by Native American Indians. A system has to be developed to

keep the Indian dollar in the community. It's also very hard to get a

loan or credit because of the nor-state jurisdiction.

There are virtually no ca,-q-er opportunities an the Indian

reservation. The Bureau of Indian AV-4.m has social workers, but

training is required to be a social worker. Indian Health Servicra

(IHS) has some jobs, such as janitor, but moGt jobs require an

education. Same farmers have jobs availahde but rehire those who

worked for them before.

One of the major concerns of the Indian community needs to be

bringing industry onto the Indian Reservation without tribal council

involvement.

The schools within the Indian Reservation are funded by the

federal government. They are tied to treaties and obligations to the

Native American Indians for the taking of Indian land. Recently,

Indians were given permission to sit on school boards.

A man once described life on an Indian reservation like fist. in a

fishbowl. The people are involved with the people on the Indian

reservation only. There is a high degree of acceptance among the

Indian People as long as you are Indian. There is a closeness and a

sense of caring for one another found in no other paace in the world.
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Histo&y

When Columbus discovered America in 1492, he thaught he had

discovered India, so he called the people Indians. The name Indians

as stayed. Many Indians will say that land ownership is a concept

brought on by the white man. Atari-lines never applied ownership.

Instead it was a take over by the strongest tribe, when warring tribes

fought for a certain area, it was far either food or shelter. Then,

when the tribe that:won the battle gat their fill, they moved on.

When the thirteen colcmies came into existence, the Aborigines

watched them grow and grow. Then the Anglo-Americans started making

treaties in Indian land for Indian land. Tribes had many leaders and

decisions were made on consensus (all vats yes or nothing at all). The

concept of one chief per wile was initiated by Congress, in order for

the government to have ons man to negotiate with and to sign treaties.

The Dawes Act was passed and more Indian land was taken away.

This land was opened up for settlemartgytxmosteads. The battle at

Wounded Mee (Pine Ridge Indian Reservation -- South Dakota) was

started because of the circumstances that lead to it. The Indians had

to wait on reactions that came, and the children and the old

began dying of starvation. It was for this reason and this reason

alone, a group of Indians raided a farmyard far food. Nothing else was

taken, no one was bothered. Many Anglo- Maricans overreacted to this,

calling us savages and not fit to live. The Indian people fought back.

They had to, because being a good warrior had value.

Native American Indians awn their land, yet they are not alluwed

to w=rk their land (farming) or sell their land, unLoss it's apprioved

by Bureau of IndiP;-, Affairs. A member of a trim will lease someone

else's land (another Indian) turn around and sub-lease it cut to non-

Indians, receive bottom dollar as a tribal member, perhaps $4 an acre,

and lease it out to a non-Indian for $10-$16 an acre.
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Language

The Native Anerican Indian race has many tribes and each tribe has

their own language (Native tribal dialect). When Indians were herded

onto reservations, they weren't allowed to speak their native language

in the school environment. ItPremerts lived in this period. My father

went to sdhool not knowing any English and he was taught how to speak,

read and write it. I was not taught it 'iecause of the experiences

Indians went through in school. When one was caught speaking their

native tribal language, they were beaten.

Now in this day and age, many Native Anerican Indians do not

speak their tribal tongue. This has caused a barrier between members

within an Indian tribe.

Extended Family

There is a unique relationship found among Native American Indan

people and their "extended family." In the Uhited States, the family

of husband, wife, ana children are important. Indian people place this

same inportance in their marriages, too, but their family extends

outward to cousins, I.-others, sisters, uncles, aunts, grandhothers,

grmmdfathers, and other tribal and non-tribal neuters. Some Anglo-

Americans have been accepted and become adopted people. There is a lot

of &wart and encouragement found in the open society of Indian

peqple. Indian people share their joy, food, and cars with one

anotbw. No matter how little an Iniianhas, he will share it.
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Alochol Use

An acute problem among Indian people is alcohol abuse. When a

person gets money he/she most often buys booze and invites others to

party. Native Americans are aware of the lonrterm affects of alcohol

abuse leading to early deaths, but they don't seem to care about

themselves. A large number of Native American Indians die from body

organ failure, car accidents, or fights.

The most painful sight is to see little children with their

parents when they are in a bar or children left out in the car, alone

and humplr. Unaware ot the effects of alcohol, the children don't know

they have been given second place to booze. Yet the little ones wait

for mow and daddy, playing, talkim andwantimg to go home.

Alcohol has became an Indian lifestyle. Native American students

go off to college, but all to often dropout because of excessive

drinking.

Same areas are very sensitive uhen trying to resolve the problem.

Try to reason and one is put dOwn as a traitor (apple) to their own

Indian people by the Indian people themselves. A very sensitive area

is traditional ceremonies. This is an area that can only be explained

by a Native Auerican Indian. Same Indians put another Indian dawn

because they don't choose the Indian religion. There are a lot of

Indians who are confused and need a direction to follow in life, but

are getting nothing buL support and encouragement to drink. They are

reinforced and accepted when they drink and socialize (pilrty) with one

another. Indian people have been hurt and carry much distrust towards

others (Lockart, 1981). Ttust has got to be included in helping

Indians.
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Ladk of Personal Goals

When children grow up an an Indian reservation, they lack

exposure to same basic aspects of life, such as careers, employment,

joining community clubs, volunteering their time, and community

involvement. The way Indian reservations are now designed, it is

understandable that the children do not want to go off to sdhool and

seek an education toward a career.

Native Americans commonly are past oriented. They taik about the

past. Given one-half hour anytime during any day, the subject will be

past oriented -- mostly about good times while drinking or a hard time

dealing with 20 years ahead on a job. They are not concerned about

planning ahead. Low self-image is common and stems from too much

involvement and too little involvement of parents, especially if the

parents drink. Children are often raised by grandparents or others,

becoming adult at an early age. They see no value in the education

system brought about by the Indian reservation set-up. They see the

way of life upon indian reservations as norral.

Indians feel they will never get ahead and that the root of all

evil stems from the love of money, not the money, but the love of it.

The tribal jobs set Indian people up to earn their own mcney fox a

livelihood and to lose it after new tribal council elections. When a

person has a job, he/she is able to buy a good car. After the job is

lost, so is the car. This defeating system continues over and over.

In such a system, jealousy, resentment and hatred prevail. Indian

people often tear each other down. If they did this face to face, it

wculd be a healthy ventilation of feelings. But its done behind the

back.

When someone tries to sober up, or go to work, or change for the

better, he/she can be sure, -ameone else is going to joke and make fun

of himfher. This kind of att-cude causes people to not try to succeed

with one's life, sobriety, employment, college, or anything else.
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Lack of Motivation

There is a misconception that Native American Indian people are

lazy and refUse to work because things are given to them. The way the

system stands, there is no reason for an Indian to work. On the

reservation, the environment is closed, and the Jobs are controlled for

frf,nds, for relatives, for people who voted for tribal council

members, and for people who always agree with the tribal council

members. Indians do not poselss the freedon-of-speetth to complain,

criticize, and condemn when it is neoessary. Therefore they possess

nothing but a frame of mind of helplessness, hopelessness, and

meaningless. /ndians have gone to work and been fired because of

prejudiues. When the human mind experiences this kind of treatment

over a period of time, there is a tendency to give up, move away, or

say nothing and become a "yee man.

Common profiles on Indian reservations reveal that a Native

American Indian may have either no pride or too much pride. The

extremes are poor low self-esteem to arrogance. There is sone

identity confusion stemming from both sides Traditional Indians

claim that the Indian way is the best while non-traditional Indians say

freedom of choice is best (Wiason, 1983).

There seems to be a resistance among Indian people towards being

acculturated, and becoming like the "white man". Native American

Indians see the Ang:. -American as greedy, self-directed, self-seekinG,

and materialistic. As it now stands, education is of the "white man".

Education is a hidden treasure among Indian people. Right now the

general attitude among Indian people is to not give the educational

system the value it needs. This results in a lack of family suppert as

well as a lack of financial support.
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Native !American Indians in Higher glicatian

Many high schools and colleges are very concerned about the

reasons students drop out. High-school dropouts are not just a

handfUl of ndnorities who can't learn. Hahn (1987) said that stueInts

who drop out are the result of a systematic failure. Other problems

associated with high-school dropouts are alcohol and drug abuse.

The lack of parental guidance and the ladk of role ncdels bring

some children to a point in their lives where they seem to feel they

don't need education anymore and nany quit. Perhaps a related matter

is the fact that the number of suicides in this country has risen. In

response to the increase of teenagers who attempt suicide, many high

schools are developing suicide intervention programs (Konet, 1986).

The concept of alienation (CZaabrese, 1987), along with anger and

frustration, all contributes to a studWTt dissatisfaction and suicide.

Anothsr problem is "functional illiteracy" (HUnter and Harmon,

1979). In 1979, there were 57 million individuals classified as

functionally illiterate. These figures are difficult to imagine in a

world of high technology. Illiteracy may be connected to chool drop

out. Factors related to the high school dropout rate include:

academic achievement, problems with authorities at sdhool, retention,

poor grades, poor academic skills, pregnancy, marriage, work, and

curriculum (Soderbem 1988).

Studies on Native Americen Indians show that Native American

Indian students have a high drop-cut rate in college (Falk and Aikens,

1984). Reasons for non-completion include low socio-economic status,

poor academic preparation in high school, and lack of family

encouragement (Astin, 1975; Hackman and Dysinger, 1970).
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One problem among non-traditional students is that many who have

G.E.D.s do not have study skills. After entering college, they need to

adjust by learning haw to study and haw to take tests. A number of

these students leave college because of a low grade-point average

(Valentine and Darkenwald, 1986). Another problem can be the language

barrier. A student coming into collegkd has to learn new terns and new

concepts in order to understand theories in their respective

discipline/profession.

Amid all this, there is a positive. MUch research has proven that

the higher the level ct secondary education attained, the more likely

the person will be to participate in adult education.

The student population on campuses has become older and this has

caused same inccnveniewes among the traditional students (Talbert,

1987). When older students make the decisiol to return to college,

"experts" claim they are in a transition period. Mothers return to

college after their last child leaves home. Fathers seek education for

job advancement or new careers. Affordable cost and distance are major

concerns in choosing a college (Biers and Smith, 1987).

Many older students face problems with attending higher education

institutions. Perhaps, being older than the average age per grade

also has an impact on a students's ability to finish. Professors seem

to be adjusting their delivery mode of lecture to include other

methods. Same colleges have started giving credits for life

experiences (Jarvis, 1487). There seems to be a decline in the

enrollment of traditional students attending college right out of high

school. Many are first seeking employment, military service, or

vocational training.
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Indians face major problems while in college. These include

adjustment difficulty, freedom of choice to drink or not to drink, no

support system, loneliness, not belonging and lack a assertiveness

among others. When these are separated from the complicated cultural

issues, they are similar to problems facial by all college freshman.

When a Native American Indian leaves his/her Lndian Reservation,

stress, strain, and inamgruencies are faced as the Native American

Indian tries to belong in both cultures.

Wilson (1983) found four major conditions which, when present,

will cause a student to drop out of college. They are: 1) lack of

financial aid, 2) lack of family support, 3) lack of personal goals,

and 4) lack of motivation. Hest Native American students lack the

proper skills to be responsible with spending money, paying bills, and

savingmoney. Few American Indians grow up in environments where there

are opportunities to receive allowances and/or work part-time. Nor do

they learn how to buy items on their own eq a child.

In an environment nested with corruption, poverty, and lack of

economic development, Indian children have few learning experiences in

handling money. The systems on the Indian reservations are °resigned to

keep the Indian people fighting among themselves about how the federal

monies should be spent.

When a Native American Indian becomes a student, he/she must

develop the needed skills on his or her own. The student comes from

hisfher home environment and into the university community with few

coping skills. He/She needs to plan a budget, pay his/her bills on

time, develop good credit references, and save money. Other cmditions

such as alcohol and drug abuse, and the inability to handle prejudice

and discrimination complicate the high college drop-out rate of Native

American Indian students.
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Falk and Aitken (1983) found four factors that helped students to

remain in college until they graduated with a degree. Tbese are:

personal motivation, adequate parental and financial support, faculty

responsiveness, and the support of friends. Wilson (1983) found

similar success factors: family support, financial aid, personal g)als,

and determination/intelligence. One of the plans of school boards in

Native American Indian schools should be to include these factoLs in

their overall planning for their children.

If an Indian student has a good support system from their pare.its

and friends, good personal motivation, and finds a feeling of

acceptance fram the teachers, the student has a better chance of

remaining in college until. ne/she receives a degree.

An "Indian college student profile" reveals that a student

ventures outward enough to realize that he/she is capable of studying

and graduating witn a degree. He/she wants to bring changes to Indian

reservations and sees the probiems as problems stemming from Indian

ways. They want to learn skills and obtain knowledge for a job, ancl

they must put their educational experiences before their family,

rglatives, and reservation.

Tbe student is constantly reminded that he/she doesn't have to be

there. Name, family, and friends are waiting back on Indian

reservations.

Tbe student must be willing to take a risk. Same Indians fall

into the mode of partying and missing classes. Many drop cut because

of a wide range of problems. Research should address the kind of

support systems that have helped Nativs American Indians to complete

college and graduate.
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The bandin6 within the extended family has a big *pact an Native

American Indians. The family is the primary personal support for an

American Indian student. The cowing support and involvement of the

family can be a major influence on a student's abili:y to stay in

school and graduate.

Native American Indians have been largely unaware ct college

cpportunities. Parents who fail to support and to encourage their

children contribute. Many Native American Indian students possess a

lack of motivation because of a lack of direction.

There are careers for Native Americans in the field ct

developmental disabilities in health, education and the social

services. Many Native American Indians already have a natural feeling

of helpfulness. Native American Indians care for others as much as

they care for themselves. They need to be guided, and encouraged to

develop these inner feelings. careers in health care, education, and

the social services are ideal.
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BREMICEN3 DONN THE BARRIERS

No one knows exactly what makes a suocessful educational

experience far Native American Indians. Some of the problems faced by

Native American Indians are not so different from those all students

face, such as lack of money, the application process, and a lack of

study skills. In fect, studies show that well-prepared Native American

Indian students perform as we::: as other students (Report, 1984).

The chief barriers to participation in one health program were

finances and family responsibilities. These are added to poor academic

skills, poor counseling, and a lack of general receptivity within and

without the educational institution ((arrington, 1981).

Allied Health Programs face a declining applicant pool. The need

to recruit more students, specifically minority and disadvantaged

students, requires health educators to deal with their special needs.

The special needs of minorities are 1) financial, 2) academic, and 3)

psychological (Tysinger, Whiteside, 1987).

The recruitment and retention of qualified, successfUl minority

students has been a problem in the health professions for decades.

NUmerous barriers and problems have been associated with the

recruitment and retention of minorities in all types of educational

programs, incluciing the health professions.

The lack of financial aid resources, supportive faculty, adequate

counseling, and tutorial assistance are factors contributing to the

underrepresentation of minorities in higher education, particularly in

the sciences (Quintilian, 1985).
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TO increase the ethnic representatim among college student, the

administrative leadership and faculty of nedical schools, schools of

allied health, and URP training programs will have to increase their

recruitment efforts, incorporate diversity factors into the selection

criteria and the admissions processes, and place a priority on academic

enrichment programs (Walker, 1982).

The problems experienced by students in pre-professional programs

usually continue and compound. Rigorous schedules, heavier course

loads, course content which demands a strong science base, and clinical

courses compound the problem (Walker, 1982).

This section of the ncrograph focuses on three areas where najor

barriers exist for NatilatAnerican Indians:

Cultural

Arademic

Financial

CUltinal. The cultural barriers identified in previous sections

included a basic distrust of education and the feeling that the

educated Native American Indians have sold out and want to become

*white." Also presenting difficulty for Native Americans is a

tremendous sense ct family obligation, both financial and as

caregivers. Education is not perceived as a direct link to employment

available on reservations and in urban poverty areas. Urban Indians

generally face the basic issue of breaking the "cycle of poverty."

In a culture so intensely based on tradition, heritage, and

respect for past generations, it is difficult for young men and women

to base their value systems outside this closed community.
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Pizademic. Minority recruitment and retention should be viewed as

a preparation problem rather than a racial one (Krajewski and Simmons,

1988). The ladk of adequate skills in math and science particularly

affect the health professions (Walker, 1982). Hbwever, the very

process ct filling-out a college application may prevent American

Indian students from attending college. As Galbraith (1989) has

indicated Native American Indians and other minority students not only

need assistance when they reach college, but they also need assistance

in completing application forms.

The recruitment process can be broken into stages: 1) inquiry,

2) application, 3) admission, 4) acceptance, and 5) enrollment, the

retention and graduate phases begin (Isaac, 1986). Once students are

led and their academic needs are addressed through developmental

and st-lidy skills courses, the quality of support services becomes a

major concern (WiClker, 1982).

Financial. The ftnancing of an education for Native Anerican

Indians will become increasingly difficult as ccmpetition for public

monies increases (Repert, 1984). Mbre state funds may need to be

allocated with a special emphasis an retention efforts. Additional

mcnies are needed for assessment testing, counseling, and tutorial

services (Report, 1984).

Transportation is a critical financial issue for Native Anerican

Indians. This makes community colleges an attractive option even

though program offerings may be more limited (Galbraith, 1989).

Assistance with financial aid forms and deadlines will heap Native

Anerican Indian students. The financial aid process requires

increased political awareness as Native American students seek

assistance through Tribal governments and councils.
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A study conducted ty Sinclair Ommity College in 1981

identiEed the factors and strategies which were the most and the least

influential for recruiting and retainim students in the health

professions.

Rated the moo influential factors far recruitment were:

printed literature,

developmental courses, and

flexible course scheduling.

Also highly influential were treatment at a health care facility and

contact with allied-health counselors. The least influential factors

for recruitment were radio and television announcements, community and

agency contracts, and assistance with financial aid forms.

The most infliential factors far retention were:

flexible scheduling,

supportive peers,

supportive clinical personnel, and

inctividualiml programs.

The least influential factors for retentionwere formal counseling, the

presence of minority personnel, and thP availability of tutorial

services. This information contradicts many of the assumptions nade

about the services needed to recruit and retain minority individuals

(Quintilian, 1987).
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As the year 2000 approaches, minority students must be affordei

the crportunity for increased leadership roles in higher education.

Extending and expanding these leader Ap roles will require Lhat

colleges and universities develop , Jort networks, revise campus

agendas, and modify priorities aro q-held patterns. Established

norms may be challenged, but the cross-cultural benefit for everyone,

and the ultimate impact to the minority stadent, can be significantly

positive. As institutions of higher learning enter into the 21st

century, one-third of the nation will be minority. The need then is

not only for the full and active integration and participation of

minority students into higher education, but also for the development

and promotion of minority students into laNdership positions that can

help all persons from ninority and non-minority groups.

How can so much be accomplished befcze 2000 lawn the minority

pcpilatim will be at an all-time high?

Solving the special problems that exist among minorities does not

require "re-inventing the wheel" -- at least where education is

concerned. Endless possibilities exist and numerovs campuses have

devoted time and effort to study nethods for increasing the success of

minority students in institutiorks of higAer education. Same ct the

programs initiated on other campus may present possibilities for UAP

training programs, particularly those serving Native American Indians.

Recruitment and retention efforts need to involve a comprehensivP

plan (Green, 1989) that includes:

Faculty Involvement

Financial Assistanoe

Marketing Strategies

Cooperative Efforts
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Ploulty Involvement. Studies indicate that caring relationships

have been significant in assisting Native American Indian students.

Teachers need to build a strong bridge of communication with American

Indian students to help them reel comfortable in the college

environment (Indians, 1987). SOMG universities are working to increase

minority faculty to assist in bridging this gap.

The University of Michigan, for example, has a new Vice Provost

for Minority affairs. Other institutions have hired minority officials

to improve race relations. The University of South Dakota has

established an Institute for Native American Indian Studies to provide

support and academic assistance to American Lidian students.

Results may include better support services for minorities, the

establishment of interculbirca resources, and increased sensitivity

(Greene, .989). It is unlikely, however, that minority officials alone

can increase the proportion of minority students attending college.

The University of Wisconsin4ladison is attempting to greatly

increase its minority staff. The Madison Plan includes the addition of

70 minority professors. During 1989-90 this plan included the addition

of two Native American Indians (Mooney, 1989).

Small support group sessions including faculty to discuss nareer

and life goals can provide new incentive and encouragement for minority

students. Galbraith (1989) found that the most critical element for

triggering motivation to continue in school is the development of a

close caring communication link wich a staff member.

An on-campus mentor program hm- been viewed as an effective way

to inotl--..te students to new levels of achievement (Galbraith, 1989) and

continuous one-on-one follow-up is critical in the retention process

(Indians, 1987).
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Ultimately, the involvaiiiant of faculty with elementary, junior

higP, and hign school students begins the process for assisting

students to adhieve academic and professional success. The sooner this

involvement and support can begin, the better. Close associations with

high schools that serve minorities is critical for providing

preparation far higher education (Galbraith, 1989).

Financial Assistance. It was recommended in New Mexico that the

state establish a central clearing house ,or financial aid information

which can be disseminated to Native American Indians (Report, 1984).

Research indicated that just increasing the money available to

Native Americmn students does not insure their matriculation nor their

retenticn. It is important that 4nstitutions lodk also at how the

available funds are used. Perhaps universities could natch

undergraduate fellowships provided by the state (Report, 1984).

Mixdoeting Strategies. 11t) prtmote educationa opportunities,

Galbraith (1989) suggested the importance of community visibility, one-

an-one contact, the link br.xween education and employment, close work

relationships with churches, sensitization of all staff, use of groups,

consistent nessages, and quality programs.

In netropolitan areas, bringing elementary students to campuses

allows them to become comfortable on a college campus while they are

still young (Frajewski and Simmons, 1988). Summer programs are

especially beneficial to Native American Indian children who have few

summer activities on the reservation.

Successful promotional approaches include stressing the idea that

a highly paid, satisfying position requires education and training and

that an improved lifestyle requires advanced learning (Galbraith,

1989).
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Direct mail broctiures and class schedules also have been

ef fective (Galbraith, 1989) .

SUccessfUl marketing in the urban minority population requires

the need to correct the unrealistic opinion about the cost of a

community college education. Minority individuals surveyed believed

cost is much greater than it really is (Galbraith, 1989).

Cooperative Efforts. Representation of Native Americans on

institutional boards would increase sensitivity and attention to their

needs (IReport, 1984). In New Mexico, recommendations were made to

increase the link between higher education and the vocational education

system (Report, 1984). Increased cooperative ventures and programs

that include state, Tribal groups, and educatiunal organizations are

the path of the future. Indians and non-Indian worlds have much to

gain by sharing each other's talents and resources (Report, 1984).

FUrthermore, cooperative effort, understanding, and working

relationships need to be establikhed at all levels of state, federal

and tribal governments. The leadership of these governmental

(impartments and agencies need to determine the proper solutions of

unemployment, undemployment, and an unskilled and under-educated

lecr force in order to provide the social economic well being of our

Native:American people.

In summary, there are many strategies that have been developed to

recruit and retain minority students. Outlined below are a number of

raccesrerdatices developed for Colleges of Education (Krajewski and

Simmons, 1988) that may be useful to the administrators, faculty, and

program staff of UAP training programs as they develop a plan to

rocruit and retain Native American Indians and other minority trainees.
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'lbws axe:

1) In:Tease collaboration efforts with ccanunity colleges
serving Native Americans.

2) Give scholarships to Native American Indians for summer
campus programs.

3) USe alumni to recruit within communities.

4) Provide recruitment assistance, including toll-free

WATTS lines and transportation to visit the campus.

5) Invite American Indian college students to became

student ambassadors and assist in recruiting.

6) Provide financial assistance and assistance with
financial aid.

7) Track students who apply, but don't enter. Keep in
touch with them.

8) Increase the number of American Indian faculty members.

9) Provide faculty nentors.

10) Diversify curricula to include courses related to Native
American Indian culture.

11) Provide intervention near to the campus when problems do

arise.

12) Develcp canpus services to meet the needs of Native
American Indians.

13) Provide and encourage support groups for American Indian

students.

14) Begin to work with students on career options at an
early age at the elementary school level.
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EXEMPIARY PROGRAMS

Many options have been tried. Same have been more successful than

others. The programs described below have been initiated in different

statLs thrJughout the U.S., in the Philippines, and in Canada. Also

included in this section are recruitment and retention programs

designed especially for graduate schools and a list of tribally

controlled colleges.

Alaska

Alaska provides a good example of strategies that can be used to

lessen the personal conflict experienced by Native American Indians as

they pursue an echmetion. A post-se'xidmy counselor program was

developed in Yukcn-Koyukuk School District. The drop-out rate among

Native American Indian students in college in this district decreased

from 50 percent to lb percent. Thol success of this exemplary program

is based on the following:

1) The program is located in the K-12 school building. The

school district feels it has responsibility for the

stuieuts into the early years of adulthood.

2) The program is student based. A counselor will keep

contact with the student(s) even if they do not enter

college immediately after graduation from high school or

leave college before completing the first year. Thus,

the counselor learns the background of the students.

3 ) The program has two goals: 1) to help students find a

suitable college and 2) to help thew reinain until

graduation. Inplwenting the program in other districts

requires:
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Needs Asses:matt - Each district must be concerned
about why their Americar xxlian studento do not
remain in oollegackming their first year.

Discussions abmitthe programwith School Boards -
The support of the school board is critical. Once
issues related to the perceptian that students L.A.e
being "cver protected" have been discussed, most
bomnimeenbers will support the program.

Employment of counselors, who are "self-starters",
and the development of relationships with school
staff are critical =cements.

As this approach has kept Native Anerican Indian students in

college, it is worth investigating. There is the potential for this

concept to be used to hire more personnel within the reservations.

Additional concerns include tracking of the stadents, rapping with

students about college, and keeping in contact with them after high

school.

Cal.ifarnia

The Parents in Partnership couponent of the Student/Teacher

Educational Partnership (SIM Project at the University of California

at Irvine helps parents motivate their children to go to college. The

program informs parents about educational opportunities and how the

education system works through bilingual workshops, conferences, and

newsletters. It encourages parents to particinate in school

activities, enhances their understanding of child development, and

strengthens their communication with their children. As a result of

Project STEP, more minority high-school students are taking college-

preparatory courses and plan to attend college.

A dean at one California university combines regular department

reporting with information and materials designed to motivate and

encourage the chairs and faculty nf those departments to increase

minority faculty. Each department prepares an annual report on its

goals and record for affirmative action. Department chairs and search
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committees also participate in annual day-long workshops to discuss

goals, issues, and problems they have encountered. The dean and other

administrators participate in theseiamdkshops, which include efforts to

sensitize department faculty to the perspectives of minorities and

discussions ct how affirmative action activities relate to the overall

goals of the imstitution.

At Mount St. Mary's College at Los Amgeles, 51 percent ct the

students are Hispanic, Black, or Asian. This college has developed a

comprehensive program for ninority students. Each student is required

to achieve competence in reading, writing, and mathematies to progress

beyond the first semester. Through nodules on communications and

leadership students develop pride in themselves and their families.

Freshman English courses stress ethnic literature. The predominantly

Anglo-American faculty is trained in cultural diversity through

workshops that provide instruction an the academic background of

minority students, how to build an the strengths ct different

cultures, and so forth. Support is provided to eadh department to

study minority issues and to develop minority resouroes. The results

of these studies and other activities are disseminated through

workshops and campus newsletters. The college boasts a 70 percent

retention rate for students in its two-year Associate in Arts program.

About 75 percent of these students transfer to a four-year college

program.

California's Project MESA (Mathematics, Engineering, and Science

Achievement) prepares disadvantaged ninority high-school students for

college work by fostering interest in mathematics, engineering, and the

physical sciences. :-.1.,SA's sixteen centers are located throughout

California and collaborate with universities, public schools, and

industry to prepare high-school students for college admissions tests

and undergraduate courses.
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The 95th Street Preparatory School in Los Angeles serves a 100

percent midnoe:ty population. Between 1980 and 1983, the third-grade

mathematics and reading scores on the California Test of Basic Skills

far students participatirq in this school more than doubled. The

fifth-grade reading scores tripled in percentile ranking This was the

result ct emphasizirq student lemming, a motivating atm:sphere, and

parental involvement. The primary focus is placed on small-group

imsbmxtion, individualized learning, an integrated curriculum, and

skill develcpaent.

In California, the community colleges, California State

University, the University of california, and independent colleges and

universities have developed "articulation agreements." The California

Articulation Conference is held annually for high school, community

college, and four-year college faculty and staff. In 1985, the

University of California at Irvine developed the Articulation System to

Stimulate Interinstitutional Student Transfer (ASSIST), a

microcomputer-supported course-planning system that students use early

in their college careers. The program is currently being implemented

at thirteen centers on two-year and four-year campuses. ASSIST already

functions at all University of California campuses and several

California State Univeznity and community college campuse..

Colorado

The University of Colorado at Boulder will require all students in

the College of Arts and Sciences to take courses in ethnic studies or

women's studies. The new requirement originated in an extended

examination of the undergraduate curriculum, and the new requirement is

intended to broaden the understanding of and sensitivity to different

cultural backgrounds and perspectives.
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Private imlustry sponsors the Colorado Minority Engineering

Association (CMEA) and also provides summer jobs for minority youth,

in-kind services, tutoring and training programs, speakers, field

trips, and career information. Industry representatives also serve an

a CMEA advisory board. The CMEA sponsors the pre-collegiate

Mathematics, Engineering, Science Achievement MEW program for

minority and disadvantaged students. MESA encourages students to

acquire an educational background to major in mathematics,

engineering, or the physical sciences at the college level through

career awareness, tutoring, counseling, speakers, field trips, and

incentives .

New Jersey

New Jersey's Minority Academic Career Program (MAC) is

specifically intended to develop a larger minority professorate.

Members of minority groups who have a strong desire to teach at a New

Jersey college or university can receive support of between $5,000 and

$10,000 per year for four years as they pursue full-time doctoral

studies. After completing their degrees, recipients are forgiven up to

one-quarter of their yearly support for each year that they teach in a

New Jersey college or university, up to a maximal forgiveness of

$10,000.

NW 14e)dco

The University of New Mexico and New Mexico SI:ate Uili...crsity

administer the Southwest Resource Center for Science ard Mlgineering,

which promotes engineering and science education for minority high

school and community college students. Recruitment officers from

thirteen colleges and universities in Arizcna, Colorado, New Mexico,

and Texas conduct orientation sessions at secondary schools and

community colleges to encourage minority students to enter

baccalaureate programs in these areas.
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The University of New Nimico's Cbllege Enrichment Program 0101

uses four strategies to help minority and disadvantaged students stay

in college.

1) A one-week oriemation session held on campus during

the maser meceding matriculation. Students learn

about the university, dormitory life, financial aid,

student services, and academic ckimmtnents. They also

take pdaceeent tests and receive intensive academic

advising.

- _21 Counseling aimed primarily at strengthening academic

performance, with limited personal counseling.

3) TUtoring by student pews in aan( subject in whidl a

studalt is receiving a grade lower than C.

4) Services to place students in post-baccalaureate

employment, other edUcational institutions, gradUate

education, and summer employment.

Regular evaluations show that about 50 percent of the CEP students

complete a degree, a higher percentage than for minority students

generally.

The state of New Mxico has recommended the following strategies

to improve the retectioL of minorities (Report, 1984):

1) Provide compensatory programs in math, science, and
English and teach college sux rival skills.

2) Provide quality, culturally sensitive curricula and
instructors for all educational and support programs.

3) E*and offerings to sites outside the wails of the
college that are more accessible to Native Americans
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4) Provide curricula that present a practical and realistic
perspective an American Indian culture.

5) Use appropriate assessment procedures and data

applications.

6) Explore learning styles, methodologies, and other
learning factors with Native American Indian faculty
and students whenever possible.

7) Provide Native American Indian faculty uhenever pamible.
(Report, 1984).

In addition, New Mexico has identified four major areas of

concern in retention along with solutions:

1) Personal Counseling. Native American students are not
prepared for the transition to college. There is a
lack of cultural awareness among staff. Few role
models are available. Counseling centers don't address
the personal problems of Native American Indians.

Recommendations for solving these probaems include a
one-week summer orientation program tl address collage
survival and to develop a network ct agpart people.
Another recommendation is to provide workshops for
students and faculty an cultural diversity, and to hire
of Native American Indian counselors.

2) Acadehic advising requires the early identification of
highrisk students. Native American Indian students are
generally poorly prepared for college level courses.
Faoilty don't always participate in advising, and Native
American Indian students are often poorly advised.

TUrning this around means identifying high-risk students
through high-school grades and test scores. These
students should be directed into demelcpmental courses.
Faculty involvement in advising, early selection of
majors, and career education also enhance academic
success.

Cooperative programs and internships will promote
contacts with agencies and industry outside the oollege
or university and enhance the employability of students.
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3) TUtorial services are not well coordinated on campuses.
Native American Indians need these services because of
their generally poor academic preparation.

Study skills courses for freshmen, coordination of
tutorial services, and the assignment of Native American
Indian students to tutors can make the tutorial service
available at the right time and place. (1Report, 1984).

4) Career exploration, planning, and counseling are not

available.

The recommended approach to this problem is to implement
these services dUring the freshmen and sophomore years.

North Carolina

North Carolina is concerned with the retention of adult students

in adult hasic-educatian programs. Even at this level, success is

linked to the awareness of educators and their appreciation for North

Carolina Indian culture and heritage. The program includes:

multicultural sensitivity training for educators, additional Amenucan

Indian staff, individual counseling, more student input into curricula,

caruer definition and goal setting, relevant subject natter,

motivational teaching methods, and Native American Indian role models

(Indians, 1987).

In addition the Department of Medical Allied Health of the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has developed a model

recruitment and retention program. This model Emphasizes recruitment

as a process. It advocates introducing allied health career materials

Ln elementary, junior, and senior high. Ccamunication with school

coanselors is also est:MA:Lay-%
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North and South Dakota

An Effective program is the INMED program at the University of

North Dakota School of Medicilie with an extension program at the University

of South Dakota School of Medicine. This program is designed to recruit

Native Americans into medicine.

The goals of the project are to increase awareness, interest, and

motivation among Indians with the potential farhealth careers; recruit

and enroll students in the proper curricula; providz academic,

personal, and cultural suppert to aid in successful academic

achievement; research and develop academic prograns to edhanoe Native

American Indian health care; and place Native American Indian health

professionals in service to Indian communities.

Summer academic enrichment programs are provided for junicr high,

high school, college, and pre-uedicine students. Support, advice, and

counseling from junior high on is offered by INMED. Program

philosophies and priorities are established by a community board.

Oregon

Tbe Oregon Board ct Higher Bduceion recently approved a tuition

waiver of $1,500 p2r year for five years to Black, Hispanic, and

Native Anerican Indian students. The waivers will be awarded tc

approximately 150 minority students from each year's high-school

graduating class to encourage them to attend one ct Oregon's public

colleges or urdversities. The goal is to double the number of ninority

students at those instituticts.

Several states have targeted aid to particular pcpilatian groups.

Florida supports the Samincdafificooeukee Indian Scholarship Program and

the Latin Paerican/Caribbean &to larstip Program. North Geo lina,

Minnesota, =I Itiscrmain rperate Matra American Indian scholarship and

grant programs. Meth Carolina also has a Minority Presence Scholarship

Fund, and Wiscrusin has a Minority Student Grant Program.
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The Baylor College of Medicine and the Houston Independent School

District work together to encourage students to choose biomedical

careers. The Wgh School for the Health Professions project, begun in

1972, canbLies a corprebensive academic program in senior high school

withheaAL-reaated courses. Eighty percent of the participants in the

program are ninorities. The prognam has been highly successful; 85

percent of the graduates go an to college, and a number have been

adnOtted to medical school (Fran Minority to Majority, 1989).

The Texas State Scholarship Program for Ethnic Recruitment,

established in 1983, provides $500,000 per year in student assistance

grants, one-half of which is appropriated by the state and one-half of

which is matched by the participating institutions ct higher education.

The program is intended to help Texas public institutions attract and

retain ninority students. It is limited to first-time students, eithoz

freshmen or trAnsfers, who meet certain academic standards. In 1986-

87, more that 600 grants were prvvided, nainly to Hispanic and

Atrican-American students.

Project YOU (Youth Opportunities Unlimited) is administered by the

Texas Coardial-A elig Board for Higher Education and provides an on-

caucus, residential experience for at-risk 51:Ix:lents, aged 14 to 13 for

eight weeks each summer. Pram 270 students at four canpises four

years ago, the program has ekpanded to 1,500 students (moistly

minorities) on fifteen campuses in 1987. The first class to complete

the program had a 90 percent graduation rate and a 50 percent college

enrollment rate. The expected rate of graduation fram high school fait

that cohort was less than 50 percent. The funding comes from private

industrial councils establishri under the federal Job Training

Partnership Act. Students are selected by school cocnselors, colleges

are recruited to particivae, and a coolainating board provides

organizational support.
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Under thn "Porksible Dream" scholarship plan at San JUan C011ege,

small monthly contributions by parents combine with a grant from the

college to prepay tuition. The student and his or her parents sign up

five years before the student graduates from high school and pay $10 a

month to tha college. The uollege contributes a $125 scholarship and

then invests the funds. he resulting sum pays for four semesters at

San JUan College. Ths program also offers students extensive

counseling to guide them through high school and prepare them for

college. Mbre than 50 students and families signed up first

year. Eighty percent of the students were Hispanic or . Arican

Indians. For more infoonmddm, contact San JUan De Dic' Age, Pa

Say City, 2772-2774 Rooms Boulevard, Philippines.

Canada

The University of Lethbridge has developed a University

Preparation Program (UPP). In this program, the faculty work together

with tribal leaders to screen American Indian students. Some of the

activities involved include: learning style inventories, personal

journals, role playing, simulated games, planning strategies,

individual assessment charts, public speaking, group projects, diadic

and triadic communication problem-solving group games, student

critiquing, combative exercise, designated individual free time,

lecture style presentation, homework and tests. The UPP has been

successful. A high level of involvement among the Americmn Indian

students may be the reason. They grow together, laugh together, and

cry together. The involvement between the faculty and the Indian

leaders is also positive.
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Graduate Program

In the late 1970s, the National Consortium for Graduate Degrees

for Minorities in 13*nm:1nch now based in Notre Dame, Indiana, began

the first national effort to increase the number of minority students

in gradMate eng_Nwring. Fifty universities and a nearly equal number

of business organizations belong to the consortium, which offers

competitive fellowships to promising minority students in engineering

at any of the neater univertdties. In the summers before and &wing

graduate study, the fellows ars employed by the participating

businesses. The consortium also recruits heavily by holding

conferences and making college visits throughout the country to

enccuragescre minorities to enter graduate engineering. Mbre than 400

fellowships have been awarded -- 66 percent of them to African-

Americans, 31 percent to Hispanics, and 31 percent to Native American

Indians.

Faculty mentors in the Graduate Research Mentorship Program (GOT) at

the University of California at Santa Barbara train graduate students,

who in turn mentor undergraduates. The program has been highly

succmsful in getting undergraduates to consider enrolling in gradUate

school. Participants complete their degrees considerably faster than

other students, publish professional papers earlier, and generally are

more highly qualified when they enter the job market.

The Minority Graduate Student Locator Service °MIS),

established by the Graduate Record Dominations Board in 1972, helps

graduate institutions and fellowship sponsors expand their pools of

minority applicants and helps applicants make institutional contracts.

The MGSIS served more that 22,000 students and nearly 250 institutions

in academic year 1985-86.

The Council on Legn1 Education Cpportunit; (CADD) was formed in

1968 to inayease the lew school enrollment of emnanically and

educationally disadvantaged students. Between 1968 and 1979, this
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program enabled approximately 2,600 minority applicants to

matriculate. Although tho entrance examination scores of these

'Wird= were substantially lower than the average scores, more than 70

percent of these students graduated fras law school, passed the bar

emmination, and practice as attorneys (ftuaManority to Majority,

1989).

In summary, many people, groups, and institutions must work

together to meet the challenges of minority education (Franldnority to

Majority, 1989). It is also clear that minority groups have been

underserved by education. But there are strategies and models for

correcting that. Since minority groups seas to have the most ah.ute

need for health professionals, the recruitment and retention of

minority trainees into health and into UAP training programs involves

more than educational issues. The issues, barriers, and suggestions

discussed here sometimes address all minorities and sometimes only

Native American Indians. However, the application of the information

can be made in either case.

American can be a better tomorrow because of the action today.

One can only hope that the final chapter on the full participation of

minority people in education is yet to be written (Adams, 1988).
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